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About This Game

Chat with Saki!

Input keywords, ask questions, or simply check in on Saki to see how she's doing!

Saki is the active type. She is in her school's track and fi 5d3b920ae0
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English

talk to sakina. talk to saki steam. talk to saki game. talk to saki. talk to sakinaka. when does kokona talk to saki

Just like Talk to Aya and Talk to Yuno I really like this game. I wish that new dialogues will be added. It will be really nice if all
three will become a more complex and interactable game.. So this is sort-of a companion to Talk to Aya. In this case, you are
talking with Saki (who happens to be Aya's best friend). Saki is a more outdoors/energetic type. So there are different keywords
you must try, and times to access the "game" to get the achievements.. I only put no because its not exactly a game, I bought it
thinking it was one thing and it turned out to be another. You can only communicate with her using certain keywords and
phrases it gets kinda dull after a few minutes its unfortunate shes not like Cleverbot or any of those AI-esque programs. That
being said its only a $1.00 so im not exactly annoyed. its a ok program for just killing time.. When i asked Saki about " Football
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" . " Huh? What is it? " I cried in British accent.. Not a bad game, though not always play it, developers, add more tags to talk
with Saki.. Make it a full game
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